A few resources about Prevention of Corruption in India

**Digest on anti-corruption laws**; book by Sandeep Bhalla; 2010.

**Is transparency an effective anti-corruption strategy? Evidence from a field experiment in India**; article by Leonid Peisakhin; Paul Pinto in *Regulation & Governance*, 4, no. 3 (2010): 261-280


**Prevention of corruption act**; book by Ashok Dhamija; 2009.

**Corruption, rule of law and human rights in India**; DVD by C Raj Kumar; Indiana University, Bloomington. Michael Maurer School of Law.; O.P. Jindal Global Law School; 2009.

**Challenges and Opportunities for the Obama Administration in Central Asia.** by Stephen J Blank; ARMY WAR COLL STRATEGIC STUDIES INST CARLISLE BARRACKS PA.; eBook; June 2009.


**Bihar, a museum of lawlessness & casteism : an eye opener for administrators, advocates, doctors, educationists, law makers, and breakers & hon'ble courts etc.**; book by Dinesh Kumar; 2007.


**50 burning problems of the nation & their solutions**; book by H C Arora; 2006.


Seth & Capoor's Commentaries on prevention of corruption act : with a treatise on anti corruption laws and special emphasis on Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946; book by A B Srivastava; Syed Haider Shaukat Abidi; H D Seth; H L Capoor; 2003.


Vigilance manual; book by Andhra Pradesh Vigilance Commission.; Dr. MCR HRD Institute of Andhra Pradesh.; [2003]-

The citizen and judicial reforms under Indian polity; book by Subhash C Kashyap; Centre for Policy Research (New Delhi, India); 2003.

A treatise on anti-corruption laws in India : containing the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988, the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946, the Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance, 1944, offenses of conspiracy, attempt and abetment punishable under the Indian penal code; useful appendices containing other allied acts and the Central Vigilance Commission Ordinance, 1999; book by P V Ramakrishna, P V K Ramana Prasad; 2002.

Indian police and nexus crimes; book by James Vadackumchery; 2002.


A study of anti-corruption laws in India : with exhaustive commentary on the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988, alongwith the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946, the Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance, 1944, the Indian Penal Code (abetment, conspiracy and attempt) and appendices containing other allied acts, glossary of foreign words and phrases, subject index; book by R C Goel, advocate.; S Ramakrishna; 2000.


Departmental enquiries against government servants: alongwith rules (as amended), with special emphasis on CCS/CCA rules; book by Ejaz Ahmad, 1998.

The Judiciary in India: determinants of its independence and impartiality, by Mamta Kachwaha; Centre for the Independence of Judges and Lawyers (CIJL); Interdisciplinary Research Program on Root Causes of Human Rights Violations (PIOOM); 1998.

A study of anti corruption laws in India: with exhaustive commentary on the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988: alongwith: the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946, the Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance, 1944, the Indian Penal Code (with reference to abetment, conspiracy and attempt), and appendices containing other allied acts, glossary of foreign words and phrases & subject index; book by R C Gobel; S Ramakrishna; 1998.


P.V. Ramakrishna's a treatise on anti-corruption laws in India: with exhaustive commentaries on the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988, the Delhi Special Police Establishment Act, 1946, the Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance, 1944, offences of conspiracy, attempt and abetment punishable under the Indian penal code; and useful appendices containing other allied acts; book by P V Ramakrishna; I V Ratna Rao; 1995.


A treatise on anti-corruption laws in India; book by P V Ramakrishna; 1981.


Law relating to bribery and corruption amongst public servants: being exhaustive, analytical, and up-to-date commentary on the Prevention of corruption act, 1947, offences
by or relating to public servants regarding taking gratification, criminal breach of trust, criminal conspiracy, attempt or abetment of these offences punishable under the Indian penal code, the Criminal law (amendment) act, 1952, and the relevant sections of the code of criminal procedure; book by A S Bhatnagar; 1974.

Law relating to bribery and corruption in India; book by Sunil Kumar Ghosh; 1971.

Laws relating to bribery and corruption in India; book by Srikanta Ghosh; 1971.

The law relating to corruption & corrupt practices in India; book by J P Bhatnagar; 1966.


The Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947, as modified up to the 1st April, 1957; book by India, National government publication; 1957.
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